A theorem of D.-N. Verma on the uniqueness of embeddings of certain algebraically induced modules is generalized from the case of Borel subalgebras of semisimple Lie algebras to the case of arbitrary parabolic subalgebras.
1. Introduction. Our main purpose is to prove: Theorem 1.1. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero, p a parabolic subalgebra of g, L and M one-dimensional ^-modules, and VL and V the corresponding (algebraically) induced Q-modules. Then dim Homg(FL, VM) < 1, or equivalently, dim Homp(L, VM) < 1. Moreover, every nonzero ^-module map from VL into V is an injection.
By parabolic subalgebra of g we mean as usual a subalgebra whose extension to the algebraic closure of the base field contains a Borel subalgebra of the corresponding extension of g. Recall also that if § is the universal enveloping algebra of g and 9 C § the same for p, then the induced g-module VL is § ®gj L (see for example [1, §5.1] ). The equivalence of the two conditions in the theorem follows immediately from the universal property of the induced module VM (see for example [1, Proposition 5.1.3]). Note that Theorem 1.1 implies that VL can be embedded in essentially at most one way in VM. Theorem 1.1 generalizes D.-N. Verma's theorem [1, Théorème 7.6.6], which is the special case in which g is split semisimple and p is a Borel subalgebra. Our proof of the first part of Theorem 1.1 is a sharpening of Verma's proof2; the last assertion of the theorem is easy.
In a subsequent paper [3], we shall apply Theorem 1.1 to give a new proof of the uniqueness assertions concerning conical vectors in Theorems 10.1 and Cartan subalgebra b, and p contains a Borel subalgebra b containing i). Let A+ C Í)* (* denotes dual) and II C A+ be the corresponding systems of positive and simple roots, respectively. Write n for the nilpotent subalgebra J g(p (rjD G A+) of g (where g9 as usual denotes the root space), so that b = b © n. Then there is a subset n0 of IT such that if A0 is the set of roots in the span of II0 and A0 the set of positive roots not in Aq, then p = r0 © n0, where r0 = b © JJ g9 (<p G A0) and n0 = LI S9 (<P G A0). Also, r0 is a reductive subalgebra of g; n0 is a nilpotent subalgebra; [r0, n0] = n0; A0 is the set of roots of r0 with respect to its splitting Cartan subalgebra b; and il0 is a simple system in A0.
Clearly, r0 = S0 © b0, where ê0 = [r0,r0] and bo = H Ker y (<p E IT0). Also, §0 is split semisimple with splitting Cartan subalgebra t0 = b n ê0, b0 is the center of r0, and b = to ® Öo • Since [p,p] = §o ® no> trie one-dimensional p-modules are defined by the linear forms on p which vanish on §0 © n0, and hence by the members of b* ■ If X E b*, extend À to a linear form on p vanishing on §0 © n0 ; then multiplication by this linear form on k defines the corresponding onedimensional p-module. Denote by Vx the g-module induced by this p-module. Then Vx = % ®<$ k, where % is regarded as a right iP-module by right multiplication. What we must prove is the following: Theorem 2.1. For all X, ¡x E b*, dim Homg(Fx, V1) < 1. Moreover, every nonzero Q-module map from V into V^ is an injection.
Let nô be the nilpotent subalgebra LI gf (<p G -A0) of g, and 9l(J C § its universal enveloping algebra. Since g = nö © p, the multiplication map in § induces a linear isomorphism § sz 9l0 ® 9. Let À G b*, and let v0 = 1 ® 1 G § ®g, k = Vx. Then v0 generates Vx as a §-module, and is called the canonical generator of Vx. Clearly, the map w: %q -> Vx, x h> x ■ v0 is a linear isomorphism.
We shall use the following terminology below: If a is a Lie algebra, U an ctmodule, u E U a nonzero vector and ju. G a*, then u is called a weight vector and ¡i a weight for a if x ■ u = fi(x)u for all x E a. For all ¡i E a*, let IA be the subspace of U consisting of 0 and the weight vectors for /¿. Then U is called the weight space for /i. It is nonzero if and only if ju is a weight for U. It is clear that the canonical generator v0 of Vx is an 80 © n0 -invariant weight vector for bo w'th weight X. Theorem 2.1 will now be proved using a series of lemmas. The first of these proves the second part of the theorem. Writing f(v) = nx ■ v0 and g(v) = n2 ■ v0, where v0 is the canonical generator of V1 and nx, n2 G %q , we see that the algebra %q contains two disjoint nonzero principal left ideals 91q nx and 9LÖ n2. But this contradicts Goldie's result that any two nonzero elements of the universal enveloping algebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra have a common nonzero left multiple. (The simple Lesieur-Croisot proof of this "Ore condition" is given in [4, pp. 165-166] .) This proves Theorem 2.1.
